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In 2018, Teckelklub celebrates 20 years of handcrafting dog

Our commitment to quality, and to our community has

apparel in our hometown of Vancouver, Canada. We take

stayed the course since 1998 when Teckelklub emerged as

pride in staying true to the original mission of the company

the original dog apparel company. Today, we proudly deliver

which is to design and manufacture functional pet products

our high-quality products to dogs and their owners around

in an environmentally and socially responsible way.

the globe. Whether you and your dog are first time

Teckelklub’s dog apparel and pet lifestyle products are 100%

Teckelklub owners, or loyal enthusiasts, we have the dog

handcrafted in Canada. We support locally-operated

lifestyle goods to ensure your dog thrives wherever you live.

businesses across the globe, and hire local, skilled

Our Canadian manufacturing quality has lasting functionality

craftspeople to handcraft each of our products using the

and style. Proudly supporting Canada and North America for

highest quality materials available in the market.

our collective future. Quality made to stand the test of time.

the Bunnyhug

Teckelklub’s latest fleece addition comes with extreme comfort, functionality and

Key Features & Benefits

style combined in a hoodie for year-round appeal. The Bunnyhug is a hooded

100% windproof, breathable warmth

fleece coat that is sure to keep the cold and wind out, while providing huggable
comfort to keep the warmth in. Complete with a highly visible 2” wide 3M reflective
strip and sport-luxe stripe, The Bunnyhug is ideal for year-round walks to keep your

Proudly North American, made in Canada quality
Large horizontal harness opening
High visibility 3M 2” reflective feature with sportluxe stripe

dog safely highly visible at all times.

Colors

The Bunnyhug utilizes the same high quality fleece as our ever popular Fuzzie. It is

Lemon Yellow + Reflective Features,
Denim Blue + Reflective Features,
Pacific Ocean + Reflective Features

both anti-pill, and thick to ensure that it will retain its shape and style for years of
use. This hoodie easily fits the neck of all dog breeds, while providing an underbelly
Velcro-brand closure for ease of use and adjustability for every size of dog.
Available in three exciting unisex colors including Lemon Yellow, Denim Blue, and
Pacific Ocean, The Bunnyhug is sure to become a comfort and warmth favorite that
rivals the coziness of your best-loved blanket. The Bunnyhug is made in Canada with

PACIFIC OCEAN

DENIM BLUE

LEMON YELLOW

the highest quality materials available in the market. Cold water washable and hang
to dry to protect the 3M reflective features. Sizes available in every 2” increments for
an ideal fit for all breeds and sizes 10” [25cm] through 20” [51cm].
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the Cascadia

Salsa styling The Cascadia Vest
with high reflective features

Key Features & Benefits

The new Cascadia Puffa Vest is an ideal layering coat for all dog breeds. It is highly

100% windproof, breathable warmth

functional with a 2” wide, 3M sport-luxe reflective stripe down the back for excellent

Proudly North American, made in Canada quality
Large horizontal harness opening

visibility any time of the year. The Cascadia is made of both breathable, and durable,

High visibility 2” wide 3M sport-luxe stripe and
reflective piping

rip-stop nylon making it all-weather proof for windy, cool conditions. As a

Colors

Teckelklub waterproof coats, The Cascadia utilizes Velcro-brand closures at the neck

Cherry Red quilted and lined with
Cherry Red Fuzzie fleece

and under belly for our signature easy-on, easy-off fit. The vest is fully trimmed with

standalone barrier for cold weather, or a base layer for use under any of the

3M brand reflective piping to ensure visibility from every angle.
CHERRY RED

Launching in the unisex color of Cherry Red, The Cascadia is quilted and also lined

CHERRY RED FUZZIE FLEECE

with high quality soft Cherry Red Fuzzie fleece for extreme comfort. Made in
Canada with high quality fabrics that will stand the test of time. The Cascadia Vest is
designed as a base layer to be worn under a waterproof coat or standalone for cold
climate protection. This vest is water-resistant rather than waterproof. Cold water
washable and hang to dry to protect the 3M reflective features. Available in sizes XS
11” [28cm] through XL 20” [51m].
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Salsa shows off The Hudson our
classic waterproof coat

the Hudson

Durability, and timeless quality are built into every one of our made in Canada dog

Key Features & Benefits

coats. The Hudson is made with 100% cotton for high breathability and it does not

100% waterproof, breathable warmth

trap the moisture against your dog’s fur. The special fabric is twice infused with an
environmentally clean wax formula to ensure maximum rain, wind and snow
protection in all weather conditions.
A fine tartan plaid adorns the coat which is an ideal color for either female or male

Proudly North American, made in Canada quality
Covered waterproof harness opening
High visibility reflective piping
Colors
Tartan Plaid Hunter Green + Harvest Yellow &
Cherry Red Accents

dogs. The coat’s subtle tartan pattern has tones that reflect the earth in a lively
combination of hunter green, harvest yellow, with cherry red pinstripe accent. The
thick anti-pill 420 weight Fuzzie fleece is Cherry Red and lines the entire Hudson for
exceptional warmth and comfort.

TARTAN PLAID HUNTER GREEN
HARVEST YELLOW
CHERRY RED

The Hudson is our signature easy-on, easy-off dog comfort Teckelklub pattern. In
addition, this coat has extra chest and neck coverage for maximum weather
protection. This coat has an oversized stand-up collar that can be worn up to protect
against the wind and rain like a hood, or it can be folded down for a flash of high
visibility. An ideal dog coat with modern style, it offers waterproof, breathable
protection with a covered waterproof opening so you can access your dog’s
harness for easy leash attachment. The coat is designed to keep the dog’s core
body warm and dry at all times. The Hudson is durable, waterproof and trimmed all
around with 3M™ reflective piping for high visibility during overcast or nighttime
walks. Cold water wash or damp wipe to clean, and hang to dry.
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the Pinnacle
Key Features & Benefits

Our beautifully crafted Pinnacle is equal parts functionality with practical quality

High visibility reflective features

to meet the needs of all dogs during the coldest winter seasons. This coat is made

Covered harness opening
Waterproof, breathable warmth
Extra warm neck and chest coverage
Colors
Black Onyx with Charcoal Grey
Fleece + Reflective Features,
Guard Red with Scarlet Red
Fleece + Reflective Features,
Hunter Green with Heather Grey
Fleece + Reflective Features,
Windsor Blue with Royal Blue
Fleece + Reflective Features

from waterproof, high performance ripstop with extra warmth in the neck and
chest coverage to meet the demands of all winter weather conditions. It has
superior visibility features including a 100% reflective harness opening and high
quality 3M reflective piping around all sides of the coat.
The Pinnacle is lined with anti-pill, high quality Teckelklub Fuzzie fleece for added
warmth. An ideal coat with modern style, it offers waterproof, breathable
protection with a covered opening so you can access your dog’s harness for easy
leash attachment. The coat is designed to keep the dog’s core body warm and
dry at all times. The Pinnacle is durable, waterproof and available to fit all breeds

BLACK ONYX
CHARCOAL GREY FLEECE

GUARD RED
SCARLET RED FLEECE

HUNTER GREEN
HEATHER GREY FLEECE

WINDSOR BLUE
ROYAL FLEECE BLUE
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in sizes XS 11” [28cm] through XL 20” [51cm]. Cold water wash or damp wipe to
clean, and hang to dry.

the Trench
Teckelklub’s original dog coat design, our classic Trench has great functionality and

Key Features & Benefits

styling combined to deliver on all fronts. The Trench is 100% waterproof, with fleece

High visibility reflective features

lined warmth and durable, breathable fabric. It has Teckelklub’s signature easy on
and off design suited to fit with high comfort on all dog breeds. A new twist on The
Trench is the very popular Pearl. A luminous glacier white with high visilbility 3M
reflective collar & body features and complete with reflective piping all around for
outstanding year-round visibility.
The Trench is available in a wide range of colors including the popular Mont Blanc
and Bordeaux which have contrasting Coal Black collars. This European styled coat
is available in a wide range of sizes from 9” [23cm] through 30” [76cm] all trimmed

Waterproof, breathable warmth
North American made quality
Signature easy on, easy off design
Sizes
XXS 9” [23cm] through 4XL 30” [76cm]
Colors
Pearl + Reflective Collar & Features,
Mont Blanc, Bordeaux, Coal Black , Cocoa
Brown, Royal Blue, Apple Green, Bubblegum
Pink, Guard Red, Foxy Orange

with 3M silver reflective piping for high visibility. Machine washable for easy cleaning
and lined with Charcoal Grey anti-pill high quality fleece.

PEARL
SILVER REFLECTIVE

MONT BLANC

BORDEAUX

COAL BLACK
COCOA BROWN
ROYAL BLUE
APPLE GREEN
BUBBLEGUM PINK
GUARD RED
FOXY ORANGE
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the Fuzzie
Key Features & Benefits

New to The Fuzzie collection, The Rover Plaid is available in Ivory, Ruby and

Highest quality anti-pill fleece

Pistachio with Coal Black collar. The Teckelklub Fuzzie is the original fleece dog

Functional reflective for high visibility
Easily fits all breeds, all sizes
Retains shape will not stretch
Colors
Ivory Rover Plaid with Coal Black Collar, Ruby
Rover Plaid with Coal Black Collar, Pistachio
Rover Plaid with Coal Black Collar, Guard Red,
Bubblegum Pink, Foxy Orange, Charcoal Grey,
Mocha Marshmallow, Cloud Blue, Royal Blue,
Grape Purple, Apple Green

sweater in the market which provides great flexibility to be worn alone or layered
under any Teckelklub coat.
This functional favorite is available in an eye-catching range of colors that will suit
the style of any dog and owner. The Fuzzie is an extremely popular and versatile
warmth solution that fits all dog breeds and sizes. As cozy as your favorite sweater,
The Fuzzie provides just the right amount of warmth for outdoors and indoors
warmth for young and mature dogs. The Fuzzie is made from high quality 420
weight anti-pill Polyester fleece with reflective features for high visibility. The

IVORY ROVER PLAID

Fuzzie is sized in 2” increments for an ideal fit for all breeds and sizes 6” [15cm]
through 28” [71cm].

RUBY ROVER PLAID

PISTACHO ROVER PLAID

CLOUD BLUE
GUARD RED
CHARCOAL GREY
BUBBLEGUM PINK
FOXY ORANGE
APPLE GREEN
ROYAL BLUE
GRAPE PURPLE
MARSHMALLOW
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the Softshell Supercoat
Our superbly-crafted tri-climate coat delivers on functional weather protection

Key Features & Benefits

and breathability to meet the needs of all dogs. Our Softshell Supercoat™ is a

Very high breathability and air permeability

weather resistant high-performance layer with a modern twist of style. It offers
the highest quality waterproof, air permeable and breathable protection to keep
dogs dry both from within and from out while blocking rain, snow and wind all

Comfortable stretch weave fits all breeds
Lightweight but warm in a super fabric combination
High visibility reflective leash attachment
metal D ring

year round. The Supercoat is designed to be worn alone providing a smooth,

Colors

warm fabric for a high warmth to weight ratio, or it can be worn as a base layer in

Platinum Grey Softshell with
black 3M reflective piping,
Black Onyx Softshell with silver
3M reflective piping

combination with any Teckelklub Fuzzies or coats.
The combination of warmth, waterproof and breathability offers super soft-shell
comfort in a revolutionary coat made to get on and off with ease. Stretch-woven
Softshell fabric offers excellent insulating protection for cold, windy conditions
plus full chest coverage without overheating. The Supercoat is trimmed with 3M
reflective piping for high visibility. Cold water wash or damp wipe to clean, and

PLATINUM GREY SOFTSHELL
BLACK REFLECTIVE

BLACK ONYX SOFTSHELL
SILVER REFLECTIVE

hang to dry.
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the
chest harness
Comfort, safety and style combine to make our K9|exo Chest Harness. The chest

Sizes

panel, crafted from a double layer of ultra soft and comfortable Teckelklub

XXS 11-15” [20-38cm] chest
XS 12-17”

[30-43cm] chest

S 16-20”

[41-51cm] chest

features easy on, easy off technology with no uncomfortable webbing or buckles,

M 20-24”

[51-61cm] chest

and no pulling on the dog’s neck. Simple to fasten and wear alone, or on top of

L 23-27”

[58-69cm] chest

The Trench or any of Teckelklub’s apparel products, The K9|exo is made using 2”

XL 26-30” [66-76cm] chest

wide Velcro® and is complete with high visibility 3M reflective features. Cold water

Colors

wash or damp wipe to clean, and hang to dry.

K9|exo High Reflective Silver,

Fuzzie fleece, virtually eliminates the ability for your dog to back out. The K9|exo

Unique to Teckelklub, The K9|exo High Reflective Silver harness provides very high
visibilty as the entire top and sides of the harness is waterproof, reflective fabric.

Salsa styling The K9|exo High
Reflective Chest Harness
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Fuzzie Grey Chest Harness
Additional K9|exo harness colours are available.

the Sierra
The Sierra is 100% waterproof to provide excellent protection for a range of
activities in any weather condition. It features a functional waterproof leash
opening at the back. Using the original Teckelklub Trench style coat pattern, The
Sierra is lined with Charcoal Grey anti-pill fleece for extra warmth and durability.
Available in a range of sizes to fit small to medium breeds with ease. Trimmed on all
edges with 3M reflective piping for high visibility. Available in sizes XXS 9” [23cm]
through XL 20” [51cm]. Cold water wash or damp wipe to clean, and hang to dry.

Key Features & Benefits
High visibility reflective features
Waterproof, breathable warmth
Covered harness opening
North American made quality
Colors
Sky Blue, Powder Blue, Storm Grey,
Sugar Plum, Harvest Orange

SKY BLUE
POWDER BLUE
STORM GREY
SUGAR PLUM
HARVEST ORANGE
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the Slicker
Key Features & Benefits

Teckelklub’s original design for the Slicker collection features a reflective back strip

Fits all breeds, all sizes of dog

and D ring for easy on and easy off leash attachment. The Slicker is tried and true

High visibility reflective features
Waterproof, breathable warmth
North American made quality
Colors
Guard Red,
Lemon Yellow,
Sapphire Blue,
Olive Green,
Peacock Pink Only available in XXS 9” [23cm]
through XL 20” [51cm],
Cherry Candy Only available in XXS 9” [23cm]
through XL 20” [51cm]

GUARD RED
LEMON YELLOW
SAPHIRE BLUE
OLIVE GREEN
PEACOCK PINK
CHERRY RED
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as a lightweight solution to cover all rainy seasons as it is not fleece lined. This 100%
waterproof coat is lined with grey poly-cotton and is finished with high visiblity 3M
brand reflective piping trim all around. Try the flexibility of layering The Fuzzie
under The Slicker to guard against fickle weather days.
The Slicker fits all breeds and all sizes XXS 9” [23cm] through 4XL 30” [76cm]. Cold
water wash or damp wipe to clean, and hang to dry.

the Soho Burrow Bed
Let your dog lounge in the lap of luxury and burrow to their heart’s content. Our

Key Features & Benefits

Burrow Bed is perfect in any setting at home, in the office or during travel. The

Fits all breeds, all sizes of dog

innovative two-in-one design works as a burrow bed and a double thick floor
blanket. This bed will suit any dog that likes to tunnel underneath and through
blankets until they find the perfect position. The SOHO is available in high quality
fleece, thick faux fur, or quilted fabric. The Burrow Bed is 24” [60cm] when folded
into itself and extends to 48” [120cm] long to create a double thick floor blanket.
Cold water wash or damp wipe to clean and hang to dry.

High visibility reflective features
Waterproof, breathable warmth
North American made quality
Colors
Heather Grey with Charcoal Grey Fleece,
Marshmallow with Charcoal Grey Fleece,
Sapphire Blue Quilted

HEATHER GREY
CHARCOAL GREY FLEECE

MARSHMALLOW
CHARCOAL GREY

SAPHIRE BLUE QUILTED
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the Petpod

A brand new design, The PetPod functions as a comfortable sleeping and burrow
bed for dogs at home, or on the go anywhere, anytime. The design is a super thick
blanket comprised of 4 layers of fleece to allow dogs to comfortably move inside
and make it their own. Made of the same quality fleece as The Fuzzie, this bed
provides year-round warmth and durability. Ideally suited to dogs that range from
puppies up to 60 lbs [27 kg]. The PetPod is now available in our new Heather Grey
with Charcoal Grey fleece combination, and finished on the inside with a second
fleece layer of Marshmallow with quality piping on all edges. Cold water wash or
damp wipe to clean and hang to dry.
Size
27” [69cm] wide and 31” [79cm] long
Colors
Charcoal Grey with Charcoal Grey Fleece

CHARCOAL GREY
HEATHER GREY FLEECE
MARSHMALLOW
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the Cratemate Lounger

Our versatile thick lounger is designed for comfort anywhere, all the time. The

Sizes

design is an ideal at home or travel lounger for dogs to protect them in all

Small
24” [61cm] long x 19” [48cm] wide x 2” [5cm] thick

environments including their kennel, in the car, and in the house to protect against

Medium
28” [71cm] long x 20” [51cm] wide x 2” [5cm] thick

drafts or cold floors. Machine washable, made with plush filling and layers of
anti-pill fleece and double stitched for durability. The CrateMate is as stylish as it is
functional with two reversible colors. Cold water wash or damp wipe to clean, and
hang to dry.

Large
35” [89cm] long x 22” [56cm] wide x 2” [5cm] thick
Colors
Heather Grey with Charcoal Grey,
Marshmallow with Charcoal Grey,
Bubblegum Pink with Heather Grey [New]

HEATHER GREY
CHARCOAL GREY

MARSHMALLOW
CHARCOAL GREY

BUBBLEGUM PINK
HEATHER GREY
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the Moderno
Bone Blanket

The Moderno Bone Blanket is the perfect comfort companion for your dog. Make it

Colors

their own with embroidered personalization. All sizes of dogs will feel at home

Charcoal Grey with Foxy Orange Bone,
Charcoal Grey with Bubblegum Pink Bone,
Charcoal Grey with Apple Green Bone,
Charcoal Grey with Guard Red Bone.

anywhere with this stylish, double thick fleece blanket finished with a handcrafted
stand-out blanket stitch. The Moderno Bone Blanket is extremely durable and
made from our signature Teckelklub Fuzzie anti-pill fleece for everyday use. The
colored bone finishes the blanket to make it a comfortable triple thickness of

FOXY ORANGE
CHARCOAL GREY

comfort underneath your dog.
BUBBLEGUM PINK

Size 36” [90cm] diameter round.

CHARCOAL GREY

APPLE GREEN BONE
CHARCOAL GREY

GUARD RED BONE
CHARCOAL GREY
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the Wellness
Collection
CERTIFIED ORGANIC • HUMAN GRADE • ECO FRIENDLY • NO CHEMICALS
The K9|essence™ Collection delivers certified organic dog wellness products with 100% natural, concentrated quality
ingredients. Kettle batch made in North America with quality to last + PETA crueltyfree and vegan certified.

ONE PERFECT SPRAY™ K9|VIGOR
One Perfect Spray™ K9|vigor is a breakthrough blend of organic Antioxidants that
makes Preventative dog dental care health and wellness easy. Clean teeth. Fresh
breath. Good health. No more brushing or liquid treatments everyday which can
be full of chemicals including sodium lauryl sulfate, artificial ingredients and food
dyes. Easy to use once a day anywhere, anytime.
Human Grade

Immediate health + Wellness Benefits

Ph.D. Chemist Formulated

One Perfect Spray™ Easy to Administer

Health Canada Approved NN.S5X7

THE K9|ESSENCE™ SHINE ORGANIC
CONDITIONING COAT SPRAY
Key Features & Benefits
Portable all purpose coat conditioner
Moisturizes dry, sensitive skin & coat.
Detangles and adds shiny luster to dull coats.
Unique, leave-in formulation does not affect any other products in use.

THE K9|ESSENCE™ CLEAN
ORGANIC DOG SHAMPOO
Key Features & Benefits
Safe for dogs of all ages.
Hypoallergenic.
Cleans sensitive skin & coat with no added chemicals or fragrances.
Organic formulation does not affect any other products in use.

THE K9|ESSENCE™ ORGANIC
DOG SHAMPOO + CONDITION BAR
Key Features & Benefits
Earth-friendly.
Fragrance and chemical-free.
Long lasting kettle batch cold process.
Reusable packaging doubles as treat bag for dogs.
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SIZING CHARTS
Teckelklub Measurements. Measure your dog's BODY LENGTH as shown to get the correct Teckelklub size.
The NECK and CHEST have Velcro for flexible fit on a wide range of breeds.
Jacket Size

Body Length

Neck

Chest

Harness Size

Breed Examples

XXS[#0]

9" [23cm]

8-10" [20-25cm]

10-13" [25-33cm

XXS

Toy Poodle, Yorkie

XS[#1]

11" [28cm]

9-12" [23-30cm]

11-16" [28-41cm]

XXS

Mini Poodle, Chihuahua

S[#2]

13" [33cm]

11-14" [28-36cm]

15-19" [38-48cm]

XXS/XS

Mini Pinscher, Pomeranian, Mini Dachshund

M[#3]

15" [38cm]

12-15" [30-38cm]

16-20" [41-51cm]

XS

Shih Tzu, Mini Schnauzer

L[#4]

18" [46cm]

14-17" [36-43cm]

20-25" [51-64cm]

S

Jack Russell Terrier, Bichon Frise

XL[#5]

20" [51cm]

17-20" [43-51cm]

24-29" [61-74cm]

S

Blue Heeler, American Spaniel, Dachshund

2XL[#6]

23" [58cm]

20-26" [51-66cm]

27-31" [69-79cm]

M/L

Wheaton Terrier, Border Collie, Pitbull, Boxer

3XL[#7]

26" [66cm]

20-28" [56-71cm]

31-37" [79-94cm]

L/XL

German Shepherd, Golden Retriever

4XL[#8]

30" [76cm]

24-29" [61-74cm]

35-41" [89-104cm]

Xl/XXL

Weimaraner, Doberman Pinscher

Custom Sizes Made to Order info@teckelklub.com. 			

Fuzzie Size

Body Length

Neck

Chest

6"

6" [15cm]

8" [20cm]

9-11" [23-28cm]

8"

8" [20cm]

8" [20cm]

9-12" [23-30cm]

10"

10" [25cm]

10" [25cm]

13-15" [33-38cm]

12"

12" [30cm]

10" [25cm]

13-16" [33-41cm]

14"

14" [36cm]

12" [30cm]

14-17" [36-43cm]

16"

16" [41cm]

13" [33cm]

18-20" [46-51cm]

18"

18" [46cm]

14" [36cm]

21-26" [53-66cm]

20"

20" [51cm]

17" [43cm]

22-27" [56-69cm]

22"

22" [56cm]

18" [46cm]

24-28" [61-71cm]

24"

24" [61cm]

20" [51cm]

26-31" [66-79cm]

26"

26" [66cm]

20" [51cm]

27-32" [69-81cm]

28"

28" [71cm]

22" [56cm]

29-34" [74-86cm]

Custom Sizes Made to Order info@teckelklub.com.
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Whippet, Greyhound, Great Dane

QUALITY THAT STANDS THE TEST OF TIME MEANS
WE DELIVER ON OUR COMMITMENT.
Made in Canada quality craftsmanship.
Proudly Canadian company.
Socially responsible manufacturing in Canada. Sweatshop free goods.
100% waterproof, breathable & environmentally friendly.
No minimum orders, fast shipping. Excellent customer relations.

PERSONALIZATION
Embroidery Service Provides a Signature Look.
Teckelklub’s embroidery service offers unique fonts to personalize your products with the special name, nickname, or initial of
your loved one. Create a signature look that is unique to you and your dog. Take advantage of the opportunity to personalize
your Teckelklub goods. We are proudly not a mass market company which allows us to personalize each handcrafted product
with unique names.

FOR LOVERS OF DOGS.
QUALITY NEVER GOES OUT OF STYLE.
Special thanks to Salsa and Jasper our local Vancouver Teckelklub models and their delightful owners!

Salsa

Jasper
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TECKELKLUB.COM MARKETING LTD.

HEAD OFFICE

phone:
604.688.7802
toll free phone: 1.866.688.7802

PO Box 45060
4326 Dunbar Street
Vancouver BC
V6S 2M8
Canada

(North America Only)

toll free fax:
fax:
email:
websites:

1.855.488.0509
604.488.0509
info@teckelklub.com
www.teckelklub.com
www.teckelklub.ca

1685 H Street, 713
Blaine, WA 98230
United States

The copyrights, logos and names are registered and
unregistered rights of Teckelklub.com Marketing
Ltd. 2018 | 2019. All jacket and product designs are
copyright protected against pattern copyright
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